
Lemons are now using people’s hard-earned holidays against them to advance 

their evil agenda of world domination, specifically those who enjoy their 

holidays to be cold, sunny and sporty. 

Winter Sports – that mostly being skiing and snowboarding - both of which are very cool and both 

will attract the targets that the Lemons wish to eradicate most. 

We have found a small number of ‘resorts’ and with help have managed to investigate possibly the 

largest of them, and the results were shocking. 

This is currently the worst example of the malevolent lesbianism we have encountered throughout 

all of our investigations into the plans of The Entire Lesbos. These are simply factories for capturing, 

injuring and eradicating. 

Why Winter Sports? 
What is the advantage to appealing to this market sector? Our investigation has made several 

conclusions: all of them bad. From our observations and monitoring the output from various 

disguised lesbionic sources, we believe we have found the answers.  

People partaking in these sports are usually young, fit and in good physical condition. These 

attributes in men represent threats to Lemons. These attributes in women are the ideal targets for 

Lemons especially if they are good looking also. 

In order to attract groups these groups, they appeal with magnificent holiday offers and will attempt 

to attract same-sex groups (for efficiently handling them) with special packages for Hen and Stag 

celebrations. These packages will be bargains offering hedonistic holidays of cheap booze and club 

music to mask the deadly dangers. And conveniently these activities carry a natural amount of 

personal danger which is indeed exploited. 

When bookings are low, they will also send out feelers for the hosting of sporting competitions and 

music festivals. 

The Resort (and staff) 
As we know, Lemons have a strong dislike of the cold because of the significantly reduced ability to 

wear utterly skimpy attire – usually yellow. Our investigation found the colder climbs result in harder 

nipples much more frequently and the skimpy clothes are simply worn indoors (as much as possible) 

as they go about their orgies etc, albeit more secretively. Indeed, the staff at these ‘resorts’ are not 

there for continuous pleasure unlike some of their other establishments. They are on duty and ever 

vigilant seeking out targets. 

The ‘resort’ we have scouted is located in Europe near Constance Peaks which is part natural and 

part artificial land masses in order to make it appear as two equally sized and identically peaked 

adjacent mountains. Intelligence from our Secret Undercover Transvestites (SUCT agents) rumours 

this to house The Vajura Base in which Pussy Strokes and Fiona Poker frequent as part of their sick 

operations. 



Perhaps this resort is the first location where lesbionic agents are toughened up? We have yet to 

find any routes on the Lemon’s favourite airline – Mingos Airlines but we digress. 

It was noted that the more secluded areas of the resort sported some impressive ice sculptures 

although they were obscene. 

The Traps 
So, what makes this resort (and possibly others) so deadly?  

Standard tactics involve drugging (mostly used on good women prior to being taken to be blasted 

with the Lemonizer) and excessive booze which is easily accomplished with men, filling the heating 

infrastructure with gasses to render groups of victim’s unconscious - basically all the usual tactics we 

have investigated before. 

We have managed to observe an array of shocking tactics and weapons used on the poor victims. 

There is clearly some forward planning with the use of these before the party arrives. 

As mentioned, all activities out on the piste are very dangerous and injuries happen without 

lesbionic intervention so there is the more gentile tactic of over encouragement to perform 

dangerous stunts. This is why any health care is deliberately minimal so maximum pain can be felt 

any victims. A natural extension to this is any sporting equipment will be of low quality to maximise 

the chances of any accidents to occur, and sabotage is a standard practice. For example, boots 

maybe become glued to snowboards throughout a session so even should a person try to remove 

themselves because of impending doom such as going off a cliff edge they will be stuck. 

As this is a lesbionic base, after all, there is a lot of monitoring and as such the courses are 

monitored allowing them to use their traps. 

Here is the deadly overview. 

Obstacles - The ‘courses’ are littered with an array of highly dangerous obstacles which are 

activated to kill or trap riders. Examples are: 

Pillars which shoot up from out the snow for collisions.  

Netting which will suddenly appear in front of riders for captures.  

Motion-activated springboards on the top of ramp/jumps sending riders off cliff 

edges uncontrollably.  

Mirrors strategically placed to reflect the bright sunlight to dazzle or otherwise 

distract to cause accidents.  

Dynamic signage to direct riders down wrong routes stranding them or for them to 

ride off cliff edges.  

Large balls of snow launched as projectiles from secluded cannons. 

Fake Cliff Edges - These are actually shelves which when de-activated send people dropping 

to their doom. 

Vehicles - Snow Skis or other vehicles used as weapons or booby-trapped such as being 

fitted with ejection seats. They can be remotely controlled. 



The Lifts/Cable Cars - These could ‘malfunction’. The floor opens for victims to plummet or 

they are filled with gases to incapacitate women for them to be prepared. 

The Artificial Avalanche – a rarely used tactic designed to wipe out an entire group of 

threats and almost exclusively used for men. These are relatively small in scale but effective. 

Execution via Giant Snowball – another rarely used tactic and reserved for celebrities. The 

course is cleared, spectators are invited, and the victim is tied up in a standing position in 

the centre of a path a giant snowball will take towards them. It is released towards the 

victim Approx. 500 metres away gathering speed all the time. Death is usually swift. 

Sometimes these tactics are not al totally effective so some less appalling are used. 

 

Hand to Hand Combat – Physical fights using some equipment. Observations were made of 

Lemons beating people with ski's, boards and other equipment. 

Fake Opulent Weather Reports – In the various lounges etc they will broadcast dire 

situations with the weather and may sever outgoing communications to make it appear the 

resort is closed off for them to go about a full-on assault on the guests. 

Bad Instructors – Staff members who train the holidaymakers about safety on the slopes 

and how to ski or snowboard will instruct in ways deliberately to maximise the chance of 

injury whether it be via the techniques shown or goading them to a booby-trapped area of 

piste. 

Lying to Insurance Companies – This tactic though rarely used is designed to bankrupt a 

customer so they cannot leave. Usually, their fate will be execution or slavery. 

How do they get away with this? Because everything that happens to the victims looks 

natural. They blame the holidaymakers themselves and also allows insurance companies to 

look the other way – though we are confident there is infiltration there also. 

 

As of yet, there have been no investigations into the death toll. We are working to change this but 

suspect infiltration at those levels also. 

So, what of the survivors of these places? Well, they simply go home broken people - literally or 

otherwise. 

We were very fortunate enough to be contacted by a woman who managed to escape this ‘resort’ 

and it was her who lead us to it and the valuable information you now have. 

We can report that she is an upstanding member of her community with a highly respectable 

occupation and so to protect her identity she does not want us to reveal her name so we will call her 

Dasha. 

“Dasha, please tell us your chilling story.” 

“Well, it was the last few hours of our Hen weekend. It was evening and we were gathering in the 

lounge to leave. It had been a good weekend. We didn’t do much on the slopes because we were 

wasted allot of the time. A few of us went out but we fell and bruised our butts, one of them really 

bad.” 



“Sounds sensible. Continue.” 

“It was a typical lounge with a bar and TV’s with the news on. It wasn’t English. A weather forecast 

came on showing a major storm right on us and flights had been cancelled. It annoyed me because 

how did we not see this a day or so earlier? Anyhow, it seemed like we were going to be stuck there 

for a few hours so we got some drinks in. A short while later, one of my friends was moaning about 

being in a lot of pain after falling on the ice. There did not seem to be any staff around. I went 

exploring to either find a staff member or a first aid room or something.” 

“I see. Continue.” 

“I thought I had gone quite far and hadn’t seen anyone and felt a little lost but then I saw a woman 

down the end of a corridor and she went into a room. I followed and went in. I couldn’t believe what 

I saw!” 

“Please elaborate!” 

“It was a cheap studio of sorts and the woman I followed was the woman I saw on the TV giving the 

weather forecast! And she and another woman were sucking each other’s tits on the desk!” 

“What did you do?” 

“I instantly felt in danger and went to leave but they saw me. They stopped sucking and the 

weather-woman said: “I predict things are going to become twice as moist!” I was disgusted and told 

them to F-Off. I went to leave but the door behind me was now locked. Then they started laughing.” 

“What happened then?” 

“They both came at me. One got hold of me and the other was trying to get my clothes off! I 

punched one in the tit and her grip loosened enough I kind of wrestled my way over to the desk. I 

got the keyboard and wrapped it around the head of the weather-woman. She fell to the floor 

bringing me and the other one down too. The slag.” 

“Was you scared?” 

“I was very concerned for my friends right then, but yes. After I got up I could see a fire escape, but it 

led out into the cold. I ran over to open it but the other woman came charging at me. I managed to 

get it open but I stood aside at the last minute and the woman ran outside into the freeze! She 

slipped and fell then slid off down a slope. I slammed the door shut behind me.” 

“What happened then?” 

“I went back to the desk to find a door control. I also started my own broadcast (even though I 

couldn’t see any real camera’s) to alert all of my friends in the lounge. I basically told them it was a 

trap and to get the hell out of there. When I finished, I found a button to unlock the door. The 

weather-woman was getting back up. I kicked her in the fanny and she fell back down.” 

“How did you escape?” 

“I somehow made my way back to the lounge and found everyone had gone. I think there had been 

a fight there by the looks of things. I rushed outside and just about made the coach. I told them what 

had happened to me. We abused the coach driver because we felt he wasn’t driving fast enough to 

get us away and we wanted him to take a totally different route because as we were leaving, we 

could see several snow-skis converging on the resort.” 



“I wonder why they didn’t cancel the coach for you? Have you checked to see if any of your friends 

are agents? What has happened to you all now?” 

“I didn’t think about it. Hmmm…My friend got married so I think I can safely rule her out.” 

“Dasha, many thanks, Xxxxxxxxx” 

We can only postulate that there are similar establishments for ‘Fun in The Sun’ be it for the 

advancement of their own evil plans or for their own pleasure. Perhaps we should investigate. 

Hopefully, it will only be a matter of time before people start to realise what these places are and 

similarly, others are actually doing and are taken down. 

Until then, don’t ride on or eat yellow snow. 


